
 

 

 

 

ROBYN MOORE’S EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROPOSAL 
"Growing little people into BIG PEOPLE!" 

    

Australia's most in-demand female speaker changes the lives of people from 2 to 92 
…and is a “champion of families, children…and Early Childhood Educators"! 

 

Robyn Moore changes peoples’ experience and appreciation of the work they do... 
in Early Childhood Education. 

She gets people into ACTION and “back in their lives” (at work and home) no matter what 
CHANGES...POLICIES...or CIRCUMSTANCES are coming at them during challenging times. 

Robyn changes the attitudes, behaviours and LIVES of Educational Leaders, Teachers and Support Staff, 
enabling them to not only fulfill their own potential, but also become a “significant person" in little 

peoples’ lives...so they too are inspired, curious, capable and thirsty for “life-long learning”. 
 

 

Question:  What "outcomes" do you want your speaker to produce? 
Passion for Early Childhood Education as a Vocation/Profession? Motivation, Inspiration, Entertainment, 
Communication Skills?  Access to Leadership, Re-creation of Staff Culture, Change Management Skills, 
Ownership of Professionalism, Re-engagement, Teamwork, Life Balance, Relationships that work, Emotional 
Intelligence, Partnerships with Staff, Parents, Students and the Community...or a Special Request/Event? 
      

Robyn's presentations are tailored to your Brief as well as being designed to: 
• Re-ENGAGE your delegates with their whole LIFE! 
 Their Vocation/Job, Purpose, Family, Relationships, Community…Themselves! 
• Re-ALIGN delegates with your organisation's Vision, Values and Goals in Early Childhood 
 Education. 
• Re-INVENT attitudes and behaviours…attendees access personal responsibility and self-

determination. The bi-products are Leadership, Integrity and Authenticity. 
• Re-GENERATE Passion, Energy, Productivity, Laughter and Work/Home balance.  
• Re-MIND your audience about what "really mattered before the circumstances changed 

everything!"  They get to experience Possibility, Optimism and Satisfaction again…and the desire 
to pass this onto children, colleagues and families. 

•           Re-STORE confidence, hope and resilience in Australian children and families. 
  

                 Imagine these "outcomes" for your staff/delegates/parents/community? 
 

“Excellent. Robyn Moore combined her understanding of what it is like to be a leader in schools and pre-schools 
with her wit and her invigorating style and enabled us to look at life with different eyes... to be making the most of 
our time together, to turn cynicism into optimism, to capture the moments that make life great! Robyn hit the spot. 
The feed back from all educators present has been overwhelmingly positive...the best key presenter that they have 
ever heard. A wonderful sincere person with a brilliant sense of humour and voice magic.”      
             Maria McCallam  - Department of Education and Childrens’ Services SA 
 

BACKGROUND:   
Robyn Moore is regarded as one of Australia’s best and most in-demand speakers.  For over 40 years 
she has been working in Education, Advertising and the Communication/Entertainment Industry. She 
has unique skills with "the Power of the Word" and her entertaining, inspiring and thought provoking 
presentations totally captivate her audiences at national and international conferences. Robyn literally 
"sells people back to themselves" so they recognise old habits and behaviours and take responsibility for 
choices, which create the outcomes they want in their lives. Robyn’s presentations are quite often 
literally described as “life changing”. 



 

 

 

 

WHY ARE ROBYN'S TALKS "LIFE-CHANGING"?  WHAT ARE HER UNIQUE SKILLS? 
  
1.    You don’t just HEAR Robyn’s presentations…you EXPERIENCE them! 
2. SHE’S AN EDUCATOR… 
Robyn has been an Educator for 44 years so she is committed to getting the results her clients want.  
Robyn consistently scores “Excellent” and “Exceeded Expectations” in evaluations, because she is trained to open 
peoples’ minds to new possibilities. Once people can see their opinions, attitudes and behaviours…they can create 
the ACTION and OUTCOMES that make a difference in their Professional and Personal lives.   
3. A VOICE-OVER ARTIST…  
For 44 years, Robyn has sold millions of dollars’ worth of products in 30 second commercials, informed people in 
documentaries and made millions of Australian laugh for over 30 years, in the political satire “How Green Was My 
Cactus” (which Australian audiences LOVE!) She has a particular understanding of “The Power of the Word”. As a 
discerning and empowering Story-Teller, Robyn has the ability to GET people to GET her client’s desired 
OUTCOMES …quickly, effectively and authentically. People can then start to LIVE the INSIGHTS!  
4. AN ENTERTAINER…   
Robyn has been a Professional Entertainer since she was 17...so her vast experience with diverse audiences and 
her stagecraft, enable her to engage her audiences immediately. Her highly entertaining, thought provoking and 
inspiring presentations have people laugh, learn, think, feel, grow, choose…and take ACTION in their lives.  
 

HONORARY POSITIONS:   Robyn is an Ambassador for the Australia Day Council, Dragons Abreast Australia, 
The Australian Childhood Foundation, The Clemente Program and has been National Patron (and a Volunteer 
Wish-Granter) in Make-A-Wish Australia for 25 years. Robyn was the 2015 “Hall of Fame Award” winner and was 
awarded “2016 International Make-A-Wish Volunteer” at their Global Conference in India. 
 

ROBYN’S RELEVANCE FOR YOUR EVENT:   
• Robyn was a Primary School Teacher, a Specialist Drama Teacher, Toured Schools with 
 Theatre in Education, was a writer/performer in ABC Educational Programs and ABC Liaison 
 Officer in Schools.   
• Robyn still works with students from 5 years of age to university graduates and with Educators 
 from Early Childhood to the Tertiary Sector. 
• She conducts  “life-changing” Keynote Presentation and Workshops around Australasia with 
 Principals and Leadership Groups, Teachers, School Business Managers, Ad-Min Staff, Support 
 Staff, “Children at Risk”, Student Leaders, Childrens' Services and Agency Staff and to the whole  
 School Community.  
• Robyn speaks at Education Conferences, School PD Days, to large Cluster Groups of Staff, 
 Special Staff/Student/Parent Events and School Community Gatherings from Graduations to 
 Restorative Events (after Tragedy or Hardship).  
 
 

OUTCOMES FROM DIVERSE CLIENTS:  
(EARLY CHILDHOOD, FAMILY DAY CARE,  CHILDCARE-CHILDREN'S’ SERVICES, INFANT ED)    
 

BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR BRINGING BACK THE MAGIC INTO CHILDRENS' LIVES:      
"Excellent!  Some of the comments from our conference attendees include:  • Robyn was Fantastic  • Keynote 
speaker more than excellent  • Power of the word was wonderful! Robyn engaged audience and kept their attention 
through humour and heart-felt stories from her personal experience with children. She has touched the hearts of 
our staff in ways that were unexpected and her presence has left a lasting effect in their lives."          
              Jerri-Lee Svenson (Childcare Professionals Conference) 
 
SETTING THE SCENE FOR A SUCCESSFUL NATIONAL FAMILY DAY CARE CONFERENCE:           
"We had a data collection session at the end of the conference, and the delegates rated the whole conference with 
key pads, including the keynote speakers. You will be pleased to note you received a 98%! Amazing!  Thanks 
again for everything you do...and keep it up as you gave 550 delegates something to think about. " 
                                                            Scott Boocock  Action Enterprises  



 

 

 

 

ACCESSING PROFESSIONALISM AND PASSION IN THE MIDST OF CONSTANT CHANGES:   
"Enthusiastic, energetic and funny: Very relevant with so much change and demand:  Wonderful and very inspiring 
x 4:  Can't wait to implement what I have learnt in both my professional and personal life: Extremely entertaining, 
relevant and thought provoking: Very intelligent: Definitely the best speaker I have seen:  Engaging, instructive and 
encouraging: Speaker had passion in her speech-giving us comedic translation of our careers: We all listened in 
awe to her:  Loved the way she used life experience in her presentation: To embrace thinking:  Insightful, funny 
and meaningful: Excellent articulation of thoughts and feelings hidden in the rush of our lives: First class and kept 
me mesmerised: Variety of presentation helps retain knowledge and life experience: Transforming brilliant: Loved 
the inspirational stories: Helps to empower us to be all that we can be: Kept my full attention- She is so REAL- 
Loved it:  Robyn helped put it all in perspective: The content validated the way I care for the children: Life 
changing: Great to live in the moment: So relevant to our industry: The content was extremely valuable and 
important in the work that we do: I felt very engaged and encouraged: Fantastic workshops to wake up early on a 
Saturday for."  Early Childhood Conference  (63 delegate surveys completed...63 rated the talk "Excellent"!)  
 
REINVENTING PASSION IN THE FACE OF CHALLENGES:     
"Excellent! Robyn's presentation was entertaining and humorous yet thought provoking and made the delegates 
challenge a lot of their current thinking and even made some shed a few tears. Everyone was talking about 
Robyn's presentations at all of the meal breaks and still at the wine & cheese at the end of the day."            
                  Toni Michael   Early Childhood Teacher's Association 
 
"BEING" PROFESSIONALS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION:  
"Excellent …actually beyond excellent…inspiring!  Robyn was an absolute pleasure to deal with. She is such a 
shining inspiration to us all in how to approach life…she lives with true authenticity to her values!  On our 
evaluation form I asked the question: “Listening to keynote speaker Robyn Moore's  “BIG Words, BIG People, BIG 
Communities!” on Saturday inspired me to…” and here are some of the responses"… 
  

“Reflect and reinvent my passion about why I am in day-care – to make a positive change to a Child's life” • 
“Inspirational, heaps of relative info towards child care issues changed my views now and I'm wanting to work more 
eagerly” • “Think big… become involved in life” • “Want to help and “EDUCATE” little people and help be their voice 
and make them count” • “Appreciate my job as a carer and how important it is” • “Yes she really makes you 
remember the real importance of your job role and the person that you are, is great or  extraordinary” • “Love going 
to work – gave me back my inspiration and  love for my job” • “Rethink what I really do in day-care” • “Inspire others 
about the important role we have as educators” • “Laugh more and to encourage children to laugh more” • “Be 
more enthusiastic, listen more and be more empathetic" • “Care for our future"  • “To take time to laugh and to think 
positively about what we do and how important we are in these kids lives” • “Be me! Energetic and enthusiastic” • 
“Look at life and children in a whole new light" • “Listen to children and parents more and be more supportive in the 
day to day lives of the parents” •  “Call myself a childcare professional and be thankful for my own situation" • 
“Believe in my own ability to make a different in others lives” • “Be conscious of the impact that I am having on 
children” • “Remember why I chose to work in childcare – for the children.  Enjoy everyday and every child!” • 
“Continue to be enthusiastic about my job and continue to be the best childcare assistant I can be. Keep their 
names safe in your mouth, mind the minds of children.” • “Stop thinking my image of what I can achieve in 
childcare, is too Utopian…so thanks." 
          Jasmine Jones  Qld Health & Community Services Workforce Council Inc.  (Child-carers Conference) 
 

RESTORING CONFIDENCE IN INDIGENOUS CHILDCARE:  
"Excellent!   Robyn is one very special person who has the ability to make people get in touch with their feelings 
and think about the meaning of their life and the lives of others.  She can make you laugh and cry all at the same 
time – that’s one powerful person!!!  It’s true how much ‘POWER’ words have, and she uses her words in a very 
positive/uplifting/kind/passionate/compassionate way which makes those listening leave ‘feeling’ and ‘thinking’ – 
what a great gift she has!!!  Thank you Robyn for making our conference that little bit more ‘MAGICAL’!!!   
     Kim Adams   QCOSS - Indigenous Professional Support Unit (Early Childhood Educators) 
 

IGNITING STAFF SPIRIT AT THE BEGINNING OF THE YEAR:   
“Extraordinary”, “Well worthwhile and this should happen annually with Robyn Moore opening again”, “Robyn 
Moore highly motivational”.                       University Community Childcare Centre 



 

 

 

 

RE-ENGAGING THE WHOLE COMMUNITY IN RAISING CHILDREN:   
“Excellent! Thought provoking, highly professional, exhilarating, memorable”.                                               
         Leanne Brain  Knox City Council Childrens’ Services 
GROWING OUR CHILDREN-FAMILIES-SOCIETY:  
“Robyn was able to put the positivity back into our industry that we needed. On our evaluations Robyn scored one 
4/5 and one 10/5 with all the others being 5/5, the absolute highlight of our conference.”                                         
                          Chris Symons - Convener - Tasmanian Childrens’ Services Conference  
 
HONOURING ALL STAKEHOLDERS AT CHILDCARE AGM: 

“Thank you for your magnificent presentation. I have heard nothing but praise for it. I am sure that they were all 
invigorated and received the pat on the back you gave them. You are truly a wonderful advocate for children and 
people everywhere.”                                                Denise Robinson   Community Childcare Incorporated AGM  
 

CLAIMING PROFESSIONALISM IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION IN THE FACE OF CHANGE:  
“Excellent.  Not only was Robyn able to deliver a presentation that expertly covered the areas we requested, but 
she was able to connect with every participant on a very personal level using her magic mix of laughter, 
compassion and at times, sorrow. I could listen to her “stories” all day and am grateful for having been able to be in 
her audience on more than one occasion. Simply ... extraordinary!!”         
                  Kerry Moran   Department of Education & Training   Early Childhood Conference 
 

FALLING IN LOVE WITH THE TEACHING VOCATION AGAIN:    

"I've been teaching for 20 years and after listening to you, I decided that I had to give myself permission to be me. 
That means having a fun loving classroom with lots of laughter and mutual respect. So this week I arrive at school 
and decided I was going to make a difference to "one child". Guess what? We have all had a fantastic week! Lots 
of positive words floating around the room and not just from me. I can't believe the difference in the room. I'm going 
to start small and make a difference to myself, my family and my class and let the rest just happen. Once again 
thank you for reminding me why I went into teaching in the first place and giving me permission to put the fun back 
into my job."                                                                         Lea Conroy Teacher  (PD Day for Educators) 
 

OUTCOMES FOR CHILDREN: 
The reaction of children after a "Blinky Bill" Phone Call or Conference Call:  
“I think that you (Blinky) are extraordinary, because you tell us all about you, and help us to do our best. I think that 
you are cool. I believe that Jonathon is extraordinary because he is my second best friend. Jasper is extraordinary 
because he is my best friend. Everyone is my friend.”             Jordan (5 years old)   Byfield State School  
 
“Hi Robyn, as for the "big event", the kids are still referring to it especially when we do the roll each morning as 
they reply with "I am extraordinary", " I am inventive"; "I am special" etc.  It is to your credit that you were able to 
keep 46 students mesmerized via telephone for an hour.  Aural learning is not a strong point for many students of 
today but they certainly can remember and discuss heaps about their questions. Thanks again ever so much, you 
have created some very special memories for our classes."                     Kathy Haynes Mundulla Primary School
            
"You will not believe what is happening in our classroom... and all because of you!  One thing is actually quite 
HUGE but I am hesitant to get too excited just yet. Quite a long story about one of my students and the difference 
in his behaviour since our conference call.  The difference?  When I say good morning to him (when marking the 
roll) he now responds, "Good morning Mr. Lupis.  I'm EXTRAORDINARY and SUPER!" (or another empowering 
word we have on our Blinky Bill empowering word wall).  I take back my earlier comment... I am excited.  Since our 
conference we have not had a serious temper tantrum... Coincidence?  I have my doubts.  Power of the Word?  
What else could it be?"                                                                         Marco Lupis    (Principal) Mathoura School 
 

              Simone Ashton (Manager) M: 0478 036 986     W:  simone@leadingvoice.com.au 



 

 

 

 

 


